


Endorsements for Beauty and the Beast: California Wildflowers and Climate Change

This exquisite book celebrates California’s native wildflowers for what they are: works of art, honed  
over millennia, with the same right to exist as everything else. The first step toward conservation is  
education, and the respectful work presented here is a fine start. In the end, it boils down to this: how  
diminished our world would be without flowering plants, and how foolish we all would be to allow even  
a  single  one  to  slip  away.  After  all,  when we save other  species,  we’re  
actually saving ourselves.
—Joel Sartore, National Geographic photographer and founder of the 
Photo Ark

Our only long-term hope is to live in harmony with the natural world that  
sustains us. There simply is no other option. If the beauty and wisdom 
documented in this extraordinary book do not inspire us and guide us to find 
new ways to do this, nothing will!
—Doug Tallamy, professor of entomology, University of Delaware, and 
author of Bring Nature Home

Beauty and the Beast arrives as potent medicine for our souls. Marrying art  
and science while lifting a chorus of diverse voices, this beautiful book will  
inspire and move you toward greater action on behalf of life itself. As we 
face climate and extinction crises, this book will buoy your heart and offer an 
updraft under your wings.
—Nina Simons, author and cofounder of Bioneers

Nita and Rob’s portrait of California’s wondrous plant diversity is gorgeous  
and eye opening. This book will encourage love for this planet’s magnificent  
and diverse living species and a desire to fight to save life on Earth.
—Kieran Suckling, executive director of the Center for Biological Diversity

This book brings the beauty and awe of California’s diverse natural  
landscapes into our homes and inspires us to play a role in caring for these 
magical places. Together, one step at a time, we can meet the pace and 
scale of the challenges of our changing environment. We can all have hope.  
We can all take action.
—Sharon Farrell, executive vice president, projects, stewardship, and 
science, Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy

Rob and Nita’s passion for the flowered world allows us to look more closely  
see more deeply into the beauty of the lands we walk.
--- Terry Tempest Williams, author, conservationist, activist
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